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Calendar of Events
•
•
•

*Jun-Aug
*Jun 22nd
*Jul 10th
*Jul 17th

*Kamloops Chapter Events

Reserve Thursday nights for Cruise Nights through the summer
7:30 General Meeting [4th Wednesday] [No Annual Pot Luck Supper]
Group Breakfast [2nd Sunday] as 1st Sunday is a Long weekend
Chapter’s 50th Anniversary Picnic [See invite p2]
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KAMLOOPS CHAPTER

YOU ARE INVITED
to the Kamloops Chapter’s 50th Anniversary Picnic
In appreciation for your contribution as a
member of our Chapter

Sunday July 17th, 2022
11:00 am to 3:00 pm
Jim & Sherry Carroll’s Ranch
4250 Davidson Rd Knutsford BC V0E 2A0
This is Not a Pot Luck Dinner
Food & Beverage will be provided
All you need to bring is a Lawn Chair & Sun Screen
To assist our catering committee please
RSVP before July 10th.

Rich Vandermey
mr.frontenac@shaw.ca
250 828 2381
[If attending please wear your name tag]
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Kamloops Chapter VCCC
50th Anniversary Picnic

Driving Instructions
to Jim and Sherry Carroll’s
Residence on 4250 Davidson Road
Knutsford BC, V0E 2A0
Head south out of Kamloops on Highway 5A… old highway to Merritt. If you are coming in from
Vancouver, take exit 368 past Costco for Merritt, heading south on 5A.
Go up the hill past the last traffic light (Summit Drive/Hugh Allan) and go another couple of miles
on the highway until you see on your right Kamloops Trailer Park and RV storage….across from
that is Rose Hill Road and you take it off to your left.
Go up Rose Hill Road about 3.5 k’s and where the road forks, take DeLeeuw to your right….
Follow that paved road for another 3.5 k’s until the pavement ends and about 300 feet past the end
of the pavement you will see SCOTT ROAD. Take a right on it and go about a mile to DAVIDSON
ROAD, go right and we are the only place down the road about 2 k’s.
You will see our house with the red roof when you are half way down Scott Road.
It seems like a long way but it’s really only 15 minutes from the Aberdeen Mall.
If you get lost call phone number 250-374-7606 or Cell 778-257-5460.

Do not use google maps as that information is unreliable.
Thanks Jim
If you are attending the 50th anniversary picnic please note the following: John Bone will be offering rides in our vintage vehicles if you have never had the
opportunity to ride in one of the club vehicles?
-If you prefer to bring your own lunch please be aware we will provide the use of a BBQ but
only the food the club has purchased will be cooked on the club's cook trailer.
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As I mentioned in the May Kamshaft I will be away from the office
from June 12th until July 2nd.
EDITORIAL
If you have any Vintage car business that needs looking after contact
Jim 250 374 7606 or carroll.jim20@gmail.com. If it is an email then
contact Ernie McNaughton at margorernie@telus.net.

EDITOR’S

In regards to HNITC if you want to be park as part of the Kamloops group get your registration to Keith
Barron at kbarron2679@gmail.com the sooner the better as he has only managed to reserve 20 spots for
our group.
If you have a name of a past member that you feel should be invited to our 50th Anniversary BBQ contact
Please contact Ken Hoshowski 778 362 3016
July Calendar : - If you have anything you would like to add to this calendar send it to
kamshafteditor@gmail.com before July 1st as I return to the office July 2nd and hope to get the calendar
out before the 5th.
Please keep your Editor in mind over the summer as I would appreciate hearing from you in regards to
some pictures and short stories of your activities for future Kamshafts as it is your newsletter.
It is a General Meeting as regular Wednesday June 22nd (4th Wednesday). It was only the Pot Luck
Supper part of the evening that cancelled .
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May 2022 Mystery Car is a 1960 Oldsmobile Holiday four
door hardtop. 1960 Oldsmobile’s were made in all the popular
body styles. There were three different class’s, the Dynamic 88
series, the Super 88 series, and the luxurious 98 series. These
cars could be ordered in six different body styles, the two-door sedan, the four-door sedan, the two door hardtop,
the four door hardtop, the convertible, and a seven passenger station wagon. Note: the two-door
sedan and the station wagon were not produced in the 98 series.
Interiors were nicely appointed with all the creature comforts of the day. As you can see, the
upholstery and carpets were of a striking design. Vinyl upholstery
material was used throughout the car. Just about every accessory
available at this time including auto dimming headlights, could be
specified off the order sheet. What color car would you be
interested in? Would a choice of a pallet of fifteen different colors be
enough for you? That is a pretty big range of colors.
Two engines were available, the 371 cubic inch, two barrel, economy (?) engine which was supplied in the Dynamic 88 series. The Super 88 and the 98
series were built with the 394 cubic inch Premium engine with multi-jet carburetion (a four-barrel
carburetor in plain English). These were torque monsters designed
for long life powering these cars, which
weighted between
4000 and 4500
pounds, depending
on the model you
ordered.
Transmissions came in two forms, the three-speed manual, and
the Jetaway Hydramatic automatic. Drum brakes were standard equipment on all four corners. A arm suspension
with coil springs provided the front suspension, while leaf springs were used on the rear. Oldsmobile production in
1960 totaled 347,141 cars.

Art Harms
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When Men Get To Decorate A House
(Supplied by Jim Carroll)

Thought you ladies
may get a kick out of this.
Jim
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KAMLOOS HERITAGEP

Kamloops has hidden
Second World War
Naval Bunkers

KAMLOOPS - When people look for naval
bunkers, Kamloops might not be their first
stop. And it probably shouldn’t be, as the
city’s 22 historic Second World War era
structures are a little hidden and mostly
used for storage now.
What they are, though, is a unique
reminder of Kamloops’s history, says
museum interpreter Sylvia Gropp.
The 22 bunkers that still stand are located
throughout the Public Works Centre on Concordia Way, amongst city buildings and properties like the
Kamloops Fire Rescue training centre and winter salt storage. However, the bunkers predate almost
everything in the area. Built in 1944 and 1945, they were part of an inland port concept for Kamloops, Gropp
says. However, the project never actually reached its full potential; the war ended before manufacturing
plans were put into place.
During the first half of the 20th century, Kamloops’s location and role as a transportation hub led the navy
to consider it an inland port.
The country’s two major railways,
Canadian Pacific Railway and
Canadian National Railway, both ran
through the city, along with highway
routes. This made it a valuable hub to
store supplies away from the difficult to
defend coastline.
One of the larger, more exposed
bunkers with the original, heavy duty
doors.
“They were really looking for a safe
haven where they could store
munitions away from the coast,” Gropp
says. “They had administration, a mess
hall, living quarters.”
The bunkers weren’t used much after World War 2, though munitions were stored in Kamloops during part
of the Cold War.
“A lot of people hear about the Cold War and don’t realize Kamloops had a concern,” she says.
“By 1963 these were declared surplus and they were closed.”
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Gropp isn’t sure when the bunkers came into the city’s hands, but they’ve been used as storage for years by
different groups. She describes them as bare-bones structures, very much what someone would expect from a military storage complex.
The track system inside one of the bunkers.
The track system inside one of the bunkers.
Inside the bare-bones nature is apparent. In one, which
now holds the Western Canadian Theatre Company’s
props and costumes, there isn’t much evidence of its military history, though some structures still survive in the
single-storey structure. The doors are the most notable,
as they’re essentially huge slabs of metal. One set is
human-sized, while a second set is much larger for vehicle
deliveries. Steel beams from a system to help move heavy
objects around are still in the ceiling, while ramps — and room for a fork lift to move about — are clues to the
building’s origin story.
There are a couple of different styles of structures; the one used by the theatre company is one of the larger
ones and is a mid-sized, grey, flat building. It’s flanked by two smaller ones which are much more common. They’re
designed to be covered in earth and the ones still covered blend into the landscape. Disguise was only one purpose
for the earth covering. The dirt is a way to absorb explosions from external explosions and, because they were full
of things that explode, the dirt was a precaution against internal explosions as well. Some underground
bunkers existed, but aren’t likely there anymore, Gropp says. One of the hidden bunkers, covered with earth.
(BRENDAN KERGIN / iNFOnews.ca)

Those disguised by dirt are now difficult to distinguish from the landscape; they’re covered in sage bushes and
long grass, like the environment around them. One has a tree growing out of the side. The entrances, which are
recessed into the small hills created by the
bunkers, often have moss and graffiti. Earth has
been removed from some of the small bunkers,
exposing the drab, industrial concrete walls. It’s a
harsh contrast to the typical bush covered lumps
on the bunkers, like seeing a fluffy cat soaked in a
bath.
The bunkers are the last of the base that stood
70 years ago. Just north of the bunkers, hikers
might find pieces of an old gondola system that
moved supplies up the hill from the Mission Flats
area. Due to the danger of moving munitions, a
tram and the gondola was built to move munitions from the downtown train station. The other option was to move the explosive materials via Columbia Street,
a highway at the time.
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While the reality of the bunkers is fairly straight
forward, Gropp says there’s an urban legend
about someone trying to build a tunnel from one
of the bunkers. However, she doesn’t know who
the rumour might be about or where a tunnel
would go to.
A smaller bunker. Normally covered by earth,
this one has had its covering removed.
(BRENDAN KERGIN / iNFOnews.ca)

The bunkers are just one part of Kamloops’s
military history. A section of Rayleigh was used
for munitions testing, Gropp says. When the
sports fields were built, crews had to be careful to look for unexploded munitions.
The city also has a connection to the air force. The 419 air force squadron is also called the
“City of Kamloops” squadron or “Moose” squad due to its original commanding officer, Wing Commander
John Fulton. Fulton was originally from Kamloops, and the city’s airport now bears his name. The group
celebrated its 75 anniversary in Kamloops in 2016.
The bunkers are still visited sometimes by those interested in their history. Gropp takes tours to them
sometimes around Remembrance Day she says. They were added to the city’s list of heritage sites in 2007
and are listed in the national
register of historic places.

This story was first published in 2016
(BRENDAN KERGIN / iNFOnews.ca)
Exterior view of Naval Ammunition Depot bunker
City of Kamloops, 2007
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Wheels 4 7”x15 5 Stud American Racing mags &
Cooper Cobra White letter Tires (Less than 300 miles)
New $1800 now only $1200.
Hubcaps $200 4 Full disc 15” Hubcaps with new
centers for a 1955 Ford.
Ford Transmission with 3spd RII BorgWarner Overdrive (Came out of 1957 Ford Custom 300) $500
*Terry Davidson call or text 250 851 5896

The Kamloops Heritage Railway has open house
10 am —3 pm on Wednesdays to Sundays.
So if you have relatives or grandchildren visiting
and you want something to do … a visit here is well
worth while. Editor

A Thought to Remember Until Next Time:
*How much did the pirate pay to get his ears pierced?
A buccaneer.
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